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WELCOME!WELCOME!
To the Full Pelt Magazine!

Follow Full Pelt on Social Media!

@fullpelt

@fullpeltmusic
on Facebook

on Instagram, X, TikTok and YouTube

Packed full of music news, reviews and more!

We are in the swing of things now as we

present the fourth issue of the Full Pelt

Magazine. This week we also introduce our

new feature ‘Lyrics on the Brain’! Test your

music knowledge with our new lyric

challenge. 

Also this week our cover stars Creeper share new

single ‘Black Heaven’ and Bruce Dickinson announces

his new solo album. We also review new releases from

Staind and North Atlas.

Plus we have updates from Blink 182, The Dollyrots,

P.O.D. and more in our News Report!



www.fullpeltmusic.com

the full pelt

Music Podcast

philip seth campbell the view

the xcerts saint agnes

listen on spotify, apple podcasts,

youtube, google podcasts,

amazon music, castbox, deezer,

radio public, pocket casts & more!



Produced by Tom Dalgety (Ghost,
Royal Blood), new album Sanguivore
finds Creeper going larger-than-life in
every conceivable way, from Jim
Steinman-style ripping rock operas to
Billy Idol’s punk/sleaze hybrid, and the
moody heavyweight electro-rock of
Gary Numan. In a world that’s getting
darker by the moment, the vampiric
thrills of Sanguivore offers fans a
fantastical escape into the unknown,
and one that’s full of Easter eggs for
those fans who thoroughly immerse
themselves within every detail of the
record.

SANGUIV0RE

Creeper unveil new single ‘Black Heaven’

NEWS REPORT

Creeper have released their new single 'Black Heaven'. The track
is the third single from their vampiric new album Sanguivore, due
for release on Friday 13th October via Spinefarm. 

Presenting an important moment in the story between the
album’s core characters, Spook and Mercy, the vocal interplay
between vocalist William Von Ghould’s baritone croon and
keyboardist/vocalist Hannah Hermione’s sweetly alluring vocal
harmonies provides another standout touch, which was inspired
by Nick Cave’s collaboration with the McGarrigle Sisters on the
Bad Seeds’ track ‘Hallelujah’. 
 
William Von Ghould says: “This song allows us to show a new side
to the band and sees us experimenting with electronic elements
properly for the first time. Taking influence from Depeche Mode
and New Order, we try to push the boundaries of our sound out
further than they’ve been before.”

NEW SINGLE - BLACK HEAVEN

Photo credit:  Andy Ford

After a surprise second stage headline set at
Download and then playing the OVO Arena
Wembley as part of the Heavy Music Awards,
Creeper recently announced a London Lafayette
show under their alter ego The Ghost Brigade,
which sold out instantly. The band have also
announced a second matinee show at Lafayette,
which will have a different setlist to the evening
show.
 
Creeper will then embark upon the Sacred
Blasphemy headline tour in November, which
concludes with a much larger London show at the
O2 Shepherd’s Bush Empire, which is also about to
sell out. 

https://creeper.lnk.to/SanguivorePR
https://www.creepercult.com/


BRUCE DICKINSON
Renowned around the world
as one of the greatest and
most distinctive heavy metal
vocalists of all time, Bruce
Dickinson will be releasing a
brand new solo album in early
2024 on BMG Records.

Entitled ‘The Mandrake
Project’ it sees him reunited
with long-time musical
collaborator and producer
Roy Z.

‘The Mandrake Project’ will
be Dickinson’s seventh solo
album and his first since
‘Tyranny Of Souls’ in 2005.

Bruce Dickinson announces new solo album!

NEWS REPORT

Dickinson explains, “This album has been a very personal journey for me and I am extremely proud of it. Roy Z and I
have been planning, writing and recording it for years, and I am very excited for people to finally hear it. I’m even more
excited at the prospect of getting out on the road with this amazing band that we have put together, to be able to
bring it to life. We’re planning to play as many shows as we can in as many places as possible, for as many people as we
can!
 
“As for what The Mandrake Project actually is… all will be revealed soon!”



Blink 182 delighted fans this week with news that
their new album, ‘One More Time...’ will be released
on October 20th!

That was all though as the band also debuted a new
single of the same name.

The news comes just ahead of the trio hitting
stages across the UK.

BLINK 182

Best New Releases

NEWS REPORT

The Dollyrots are set to release their new album
‘Night Owls’ on October 13 and this week shared
new single ‘When We’re Sober’.

"As a band who writes songs about knowing how to
party, we can honestly say we’re pretty good at it.
But we also know testing limits means maybe you’re
not so sure about your own. “When We’re Sober”
isn’t an anti-drinking song, and it’s not a pro-
drinking song. It’s more about acknowledging how
easy it is to lose control of something when you
aren’t aware of your own tendencies.” -- says
singer / bassist Kelly Ogden

THE DOLLYROTS

Photo credit:  Jen Rosenstein

https://www.blink182.com/?fbclid=IwAR29AJR3bAoMVZb3Fu98gLDpbiUoL4PTAWmKHg4lvduz_JYgRGouXFxhxn0


Metal for Good announce ‘Metal Merch Day’!

NEWS REPORT

Metal For Good - A charity looking to harness the power of rock and metal for an equal society - has announced its
first annual fundraising campaign - Metal Merch Day, to be held in October this year.
 
Metal For Good, which was awarded charitable status at the end of 2022, aims to invite rockers and metalheads
across the country to don their favourite rock and metal merch in support of their work on the 20th October.

As well as wearing their merch to work/college/the gym (or whatever they happen to be doing on the day!) for a small
charitable donation, rockers and metalheads will be encouraged to organise their own community fundraising events in
the weeks before and after, including gig nights, rock and metal themed pub quizzes, or challenge events including
rock and metal/fancy dress themed group runs or football matches.
 
Metal For Good believe that the rock and metal community are a force for change, and in the transformational power
of music. All money raised goes directly to community projects helping people through music.

Metal For Good co-founder Katy Baker said: “We’re delighted to be launching our first #metalmerchday campaign, we
know that the rock and metal community are some of the loveliest people around, and take huge comfort and benefit
from music being such a huge part of their lives. We can’t wait to see social media flooded with pictures of people in
their favourite merch, and raise much needed money for grassroots projects using music to change lives”.



VEXED

NEWS REPORT

CHELSEA WOLFE

Alien Weaponry continue to share their history
with the release of an artistic new music video
for Tangaroa album track 'Īhenga'.

The band comment on the video: "When the Te
Arawa people first came to Aotearoa (New
Zealand) from Hawaiki (greater Tahitian Island
group), they set about exploring the new land.
Īhenga traveled throughout the North Island
of Aotearoa and named many places that still
have these names today."

Helmet have released a new song from their
upcoming album "LEFT". "Gun Fluf" As
anticipation builds, Helmet embarks on the
"LOOK LEFT" tour in support of the album.

"We are really looking forward to doing what
we’ve enjoyed the most, which is to go out and
play these new songs and spend some time on
the road. HELMET has always been a working
band, and it‘s been my life’s pleasure to see
the world and play in front of people that are
just coming to our music or have followed us
for many years. What else could a musician ask
for?" – Page Hamilton

Chelsea Wolfe has announced her signing to
Loma Vista Recordings and presented her new
single, 'Dusk.'

Of the song, Wolfe comments, “The friends or
lovers have gone through hell and back but are
still and always united in the end by love, like
pottery gone through the fire, broken and
pieced back together.”

'Dusk' marks Wolfe’s first new music for her
new label home, and her first original music
following her contributions to the score of
2022 A24 film X.

ALIEN WEAPONRY

After releasing their second album, ‘Negative
Energy’, earlier this year, VEXED have graced
their fans with a new visual highlight, ‘Lay
Down Your Flowers’ featuring Alpha Wolf
vocalist Lochie Keogh.

Vocalist Megan Targett says "'The boy who
cried wolf’ is a story that we are all familiar
with. ‘Lay down your flowers’ is based on the
vindication of the people who have had to
endure living their lives in constant fear and
threat of tragedy. Finding the courage to
stand up to those who use your emotions and
good nature to take advantage, and claiming
back your sanity which was so manipulatively
taken from you."

HELMET

#fullpeltmusicnewsreport

Best New Releases

Photo credit:  Ebru Yildiz

Photo credit:  Piotr Kwasnik

Photo credit:  Andy Ford
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https://helmet.lnk.to/LEFTPR


The Cadillac Three have released their latest single  
‘Double Wide Grave’ from their upcoming album.

"It’s a heavy love song," Johnston explains. "'Double
Wide Grave' is another song I wrote about me and
my wife, but it happened to be written when we
were also dealing with the loss of Taylor Hawkins
from Foo Fighters. I made that track a day or two
after he passed. At the time, I was producing the
Foo Fighters’ guitarist Chris Shiflett’s album, so I
got to witness the pain the band was going through.
I did everything in the song like they would’ve done
it, just with a southern TC3 spin added in, and it
worked." 

THE CADILLAC THREE

Best New Releases

NEWS REPORT

P.O.D. have shared  their new single ‘DROP’.

"We're still here and we're still creating some of
the best music we've ever made," says guitarist
Marcos Curiel. "When it comes to heart, grit and
soul, P.O.D. is your band." Adds vocalist Sonny
Sandoval: "We're always still proving who we are —
always having that punk-rock mentality."

"'DROP' is another one of a kind, unparalleled
banger that sets this band apart from everyone
else," says Sandoval. "When you hear it, you know
it's P.O.D.!"

P.O.D.

https://thecadillac3.lnk.to/TYGF_UK


CASEY

NEWS REPORT

AGAINST THE CURRENT

Indie rockers The K‘s have revealed details of
their highly anticipated debut album.

‘I Wonder If The World Knows’ will be released
on March 22nd!

The band commented, “We are buzzing to
announce the release of our our DEBUT
ALBUM! This is just the start and we couldn’t
be more grateful to have you all on this
journey with us. 

The Vaccines have this week revealed details
of their upcoming new album, ‘Pick-Up Full of
Pink Carnations’.

The album will be released on January 12th and
is preceded by new single, ‘Heartbreak Kid’!

Against The Current have begun their brand
new ‘Nightmare’ era with the release of their
latest single, ‘Silent Stranger’.

You will be able to catch the new era live when
the band head out on tour in the UK this
November/December.

THE VACCINES

Casey have revealed their huge new single
'Puncture Wounds to Heaven'.

Vocalist Tom Weaver comments: "'Puncture
Wounds to Heaven' centres around the themes
of apathy and the guilt that can arise as a
result. The “coming up for air” sensation as
you briefly snap out of a depressive episode,
and survey how life has progressed around
you. This is a core theme that carries
throughout the new record, and musically the
dichotomy between the smooth verses and the
chaotic middle 8 really demonstrated that in a
visceral way for us."
 

THE K’S

#fullpeltmusicnewsreport

Best New Releases

Photo credit:  Martyna Bannister

https://linktr.ee/thevaccines
https://theks.tmstor.es/


Sheffield indie-rockers Little Man Tate have shared
details of their first studio album in over a decade,
‘Welcome To The Rest Of Your Life’ which is out
November 17th.

Frontman Jon Windle explains: “We became known
for writing observational songs with interesting
characters in them, often based on people we knew
or had met. When we sat down and started writing
again we didn’t want to move away from that, but
we are 15 years down the line now so reference
points change. We’ve been through marriages, loss,
having kids, some of us getting divorced, and I think
that comes across in the music. It’s still Little Man
Tate… it’s just Little Man Tate a bit more grown
up!”

LITTLE MAN TATE

After featuring on our ‘Discover’ New Music
Playlist, Jack Valero has shared his debut EP ‘This Is
A Nightmare’, alongside a video for its title track
and new single.

Jack says, “This song is about confronting the truth
of a dying relationship in a somewhat sarcastic and
humorous way. I’m big on characters in songs and
this character is trying to make the other character
admit that their time is over, but facing it in a more
positive way than the traditional sad break-up song.
Instead it reflects on the euphoric freedom that
sometimes comes with brutal honesty.”

JACK VALERO

Best New Releases

NEWS REPORT

KEEP AN EYE ON

https://littlemantate.tmstor.es/


FLORENCE BLACK

NEWS REPORT

THE SLEEPING SOULS

Ahead of new EP, ‘A New Breed’ on October
20th, The Pale White have shared new single,
‘Taste The Sun’.

The band state, “We want to prove that there
are many layers to The Pale White and open up
new dimensions as a band. We want to keep
evolving and impressing people with each new
project, continue moving forward and put out
as much music as possible.”

Interlaker is the brand new project from David
Jakes (Ex-Lonely the Brave) and  Jack Wrench
(Ex-Arcane Roots).

The duo have this week shared the very first
taste of what’s to come with their debut
single, ‘Bottomless Pit’!

THE SLEEPING SOULS – have announced their
debut album ‘Just Before The World Starts
Burning’, out 24th November via Xtra Mile
Recordings, and shared third single “Rivals”.

Of the new track, Cahir O’Doherty explains:
“”Rivals” is about sibling rivalry: the anger and
isolation you can feel being part of a family
that’s breaking apart, and how it can be
detrimental to your mental health. Sometimes
the people closest can be the most cruel,
jealous and manipulative. I’ve experienced this
myself and this song is a direct response to
that.”

INTERLAKER

Rising rock trio Florence Black have
announced their second album BED OF NAILS,
due for release on 1st December. The band
have also released their new single 'LOOK UP’.

The band comment, "Since our debut album
release in 2021, we have been really busy
touring in the UK and EU and, alongside our
busiest touring year in 2022, we had written
and demoed more than fifty songs. We spent a
long time selecting and arranging our songs
and feel that they are not just our best to
date, but also the ones that show our
development as a band. We are incredibly
proud of what we have achieved. BED OF
NAILS is based around the theme of love. The
good, the bad and everything in between that
emotion. We had an amazing time in the studio
recording it with Romesh. He has helped us to
create the exact sound we were aiming for and
we believe that we have achieved exactly what
we had imagined the album to be. 

THE PALE WHITE

#fullpeltmusicnewsreport

Best New Releases



NORTH ATLAS
Ahead of their headline tour
dates this week North Atlas
frontman Leon Hunter spoke
with us on our ‘Discover’ New
Music Podcast!

The band will play shows in
Glasgow, Manchester and
London and Hunter had the
following to say about the
North Atlas live experience: 

“There is a kind of vibe to the
whole concert; there is sort
of bits of spookiness, there’s
bits of pagan iconography
and energy. We’re going all
out, we’ve got a proper good
stage setup and special
things we’re gonna do!’

Watch the full episode of the
Podcast by clicking the cover
below!

NEWS REPORT
KEEP AN EYE ON

EP REVIEWEP REVIEW
‘The Longest Shadow Attached

to the Ankle’

North Atlas made their emphatic arrival with 2021’s ‘A Weight for the Heavy Handed’
EP, and now they are ready to double down on their enormous potential with new EP,
‘The Longest Shadow Attached to the Ankle’.

This EP is a brutal sonic onslaught of intense, soaring heavy rock. Carefully infused
electronic elements and deep analytic lyrics help to set the band apart from the pack
musically and you really sense that this is an elevation of the North Atlas sound.

In an industry now filled with formulaic acts trying to find their place without setting
themselves apart, this is a refreshing glimpse of a band ready to separate themselves
from any pre-conceived notions. Gloriously heavy but catchy as hell, North Atlas have
set their bar high with their future output!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36hC07ayFOU&t=1249s


HOT LIST!
the sleeping souls 

'rivals'

just added

Blink 182

'One more time'

Against the current

'silent stranger'

listen on spotify

The pale white 

'taste the sun'

The vaccines

'Heartbreak kid'

Jack Valero

'this is a nightmare'

Blink 182

'more than you know'

Poppy

'motorbike'

The dollyrots

'when we’re sober'

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/07e6Xvj1w6TuzMLocsfxHp?si=7a640b6f3cc74c45


Staind are the quintessential early-noughties US radio-rock band. A nostalgic string of hit singles and multi-
platinum albums has long established their position in the industry, but they will also know that they’ve hit their
commercial peak.

Many in this position have chosen to milk the nostalgia, others have long separated to seek new opportunities and a
small handful continue to release records and try to stay relevant. Over the past decade or so, Staind have mainly
been the middle option whilst occasionally dipping into option one, but now they are going all in on option number
three!

Whilst their own fanbase will be overjoyed at the news, there will also be many naysayers of will laugh, such is the
popularity of shooting down bands of Staind’s ilk. Call it the Nickelback effect if you want but there is an equal
amount of love and hate out there for radio friendly rock music of their generation.

This combined with singer Aaron Lewis’s outspoken politics the band are something of an easy target, but
‘Confessions of the Fallen’ deserves to be separated from all of the above. After all it’s a brave decision to put out
a new album after 12 years, and one that they didn’t need to make.

Fans will be glad they did though as musically the record feels like they’ve never been away. Ten tracks spread
across thirty-five minutes and you can’t really fault what the band have created at all. The likes of album opener
‘Lowest In Me’ had given a good indication of what to expect and the record fellows suit.

Staind have managed to capture what shot them to great heights in the first place, and this album wouldn’t have
felt out of place twenty years ago. That said, it still manages to feel fresh enough that to avoid any nostalgic
pitfalls.

There probably weren’t many clamouring for this album to be made, and the band certainly didn’t need to make it,
but those that do find themselves checking out ‘Confessions of the Fallen’ will be pleasantly surprised by the
quality.

ALBUM REVIEWALBUM REVIEW
Staind

‘Confessions of the Fallen’

Photo credit:  Steve Thrasher
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! Creeper
'Black Heaven'

Chelsea Wolfe
'Dusk'

Casey
'Puncture Wounds to Heaven'

Listen on Spotify

The Cadillac Three
'Double Wide Grave'

P.O.D.
'DROP'

Florence Black
'LOOK UP'

Helmet
'Gun Fluf'

Alien Weaponry
'Īhenga'

VEXED
'Lay Down Your Flowers'

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5nOOxAVs15G5PxOT7C1lsp?si=b0a163c5fb004267




NEWS REPORT

British metal sextet, Bury Tomorrow, have today announced a UK headline run for January 2024, ahead of this
weekend’s huge London show alongside While She Sleeps at Alexandra Palace.

Speaking of the tour, the band say, “We are stoked to announce our first headline tour in the UK in support of our latest
album, ‘The Seventh Sun’. We have taken our new album all over the world in 2023 and cannot wait to bring it bigger,
louder and more expansive than ever in Jan/Feb 2024 as we kick off the new year.

We will be bringing Metalcore giants ‘We Came As Romans’ and groundbreaking upstarts ‘Kingdom of Giants’ to support,
and we could not be more excited to bring this show to you. Playing in venues we’ve not visited in years and cities we’ve
longed to get back to, you do not want to miss out. Come join us on our next chapter.” 

BURY TOMORROW ANNOUNCE UK TOUR

Tour Announcements

Photo credit:  Nic Bezzinae

https://mylinks.ai/burytomorrow


NEWS REPORT

POPPY

Poppy fans rejoice, the singer will be heading
out on a UK Tour next February.

Finishing the run of dates will be two nights at
the iconic KOKO in Camden.

Hot Water Music, the legendary punk rock
band hailing from Gainesville, Florida, is
thrilled to announce their momentous 30-year
anniversary tour to mark an incredible
milestone.

“We are humbled and thrilled to have reached
this incredible milestone of 30 years
together,” say the band. “Our fans have been
with us through thick and thin, and this tour is
our way of saying thank you for all the love
and support over the years. We can’t wait to
celebrate with you all!”

HOT WATER MUSIC

Tour Announcements

https://www.impoppy.com/tour
https://linktr.ee/Hotwatermusic


NEWS REPORT

JAKE BUGG

Jake Bugg has revealed a handful of live
dates for this December as he takes the
familiar path from Scarborough to
Poole, Norwich and Lincoln!

Support for the shows comes from Girl
Band.

Grade 2 have announced a new UK headline
tour taking place in November with support
from Slobheads.

The band says, “We’ve supported some of our
favourite bands in some of these venues, so to
be announcing this as a headline tour is a
landmark for us.”

GRADE 2

Tour Announcements

https://www.jakebugg.com/
https://grade2.ffm.to/grade2


LYRICSLYRICS
ON THE BRAIN

Can you name each song from the lyrics?
Go on give it a go - the theme this week is:

IN A JAM!

SOME PEOPLE MIGHT GET SOME PLEASURE OUT OF HATE
ME, I'VE ENOUGH ALREADY ON MY PLATE

ALL THE PICTURES HAVE ALL BEEN WASHED IN BLACK, TATTOOED
EVERYTHING... ALL THE LOVE GONE BAD TURNED MY WORLD TO BLACK

SHE REALLY GETS ME HIGH, YOU KNOW THAT'S NO LIE,
SHE'S SO ROCK STEADY, AND SHE'S ALWAYS READY

GET ALL DRAMATIC, ERRATIC, YOUR MOVES ARE AUTOMATIC
YOU'RE A FREAK FOR THE RHYTHM, SLAVE TO THE DANCE

ANSWERS: 1) The Jam - ‘Going Underground’ 2) Pearl Jam - ‘Black’ 
3) Ram Jam - ‘Black Betty’ 4) Skindred - ‘That’s My Jam’ 5) Faithless - ‘Insomnia’

AND AT THE COUNT OF THREE I PULL BACK THE DUVET, MAKE MY WAY TO THE REFRIGERATOR
ONE DRY POTATO INSIDE, NO LIE, NOT EVEN BREAD, JAM, WHEN THE LIGHT ABOVE MY HEAD

WENT BAM!



BIG SPECIAL have shared their latest single,
‘DESPERATE BREAKFAST’!

Singer Joe Hicklin comments on the song:
“’DESPERATE BREAKFAST’ is about that first meal of
the day you have to force down before you drag
yourself to the job you don’t want in the place you
don’t want to be, and the normality of having no
choice but to take part In that seemingly infinite
routine. It is also in part about the similar cycle that
occurs in unemployment. Either way, the morning
brings desperation.”

Continuing about the video, he says: "Tat Vision is
a household name in Brum, we love his work, it’s
spookiness, the mixture of humour and pain in
those faces. We’re chuffed he was up for
collaborating with us."

BIG SPECIAL - ‘DESPERATE
BREAKFAST’

headcage - ‘gaslight’

Humour - ‘Big Money’

Listen, Follow and Discover your new
favourite act on our ‘Discover’ New Music

Playlist

Then find out the stories behind the songs on
our ‘Discover’ New Music Podcast!

headcage have announced the details of
their forthcoming EP ‘under my skin’ and
shared it’s lead single ‘gaslight’.

Humour have announced new EP ‘A Small
Crowd Gathered To Watch Me’ and also shared
new single ‘Big Money’.

Lead singer Andreas Christodoulidis had the following to
say about ‘Big Money’.

“Big Money was inspired by a story I read about this
Peruvian guy called Carlos Fitzcarrald who was a rubber
baron in the late 19th Century. He desperately wanted to
get to an area of the Amazon basin that was rich in
rubber but inaccessible by boat, which is why it hadn’t yet
been claimed during the rubber boom. He exploited a
group of indigenous Amazonian people, forcing them
under pain of death to drag his steamboat in pieces over
the mountain which separated him from the prized area.
He was the basis for the character of Fitzcarraldo in the
film of the same name by Werner Herzog. There didn’t
seem to be much written about this particular story that I
could find online, so I was able to be quite liberal when
inventing a personality for him. I imagined him being a
temperamental character with a lot to prove, prone to
violent outbursts and drinking. I wanted to convey a sense
of the destruction of the natural world and the traditions
of an ancient people that materialised with the
introduction of murder and disease to the Amazon by
wealth-hungry interlopers.”

DISCOVER
N E W  M U S I C  P L A Y L I S T
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“I was struggling with symptoms of depression and I
distinctly remember trying to explain how I was
feeling to my family/friends/doctor and was met with
a general dismissive response. Being able to vocalise
the frustration I felt at that time, and adding current
awareness of these issues using a term like ‘gaslight’ I
can use this song as effective catharsis.” shares
vocalist, Leyum Pattinson.
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2dogEtfVpJfG9ahJwSl6ky?si=fe038bf394b54e1d
https://fullpeltmusic.com/discover-new-music-podcast/
https://fullpeltmusic.com/discover-new-music-podcast/


DISCOVER
N E W  M U S I C  P O D C A S T

rituals antisaint

carsick hannah rose platt

recent guests

listen on spotify,  apple
podcasts, youtube, google

podcasts,  amazon music,
castbox, deezer, radio public,

pocket casts & more



Make sure that you catch-up with all previous
issues online!

Last week we featured cover star Chris Shiflett as
prepares to release new album, ‘Lost at Sea’. We

also reviewed ‘Race the Night’ from Ash.

Plus we had the latest from the likes of Lonely The
Brave, Don Broco, VV, Dream Wife, Fozzy, The

Amazons, Duff McKagan, DragonForce and more in
our News Report.

LAST WEEK

IN THE FULL PELT MAGAZINE

ICYMI

NEWS REPORT

CATCH UPCATCH UP
at www.fullpeltmusic.com!

https://fullpeltmusic.com/category/fullpeltmagazine/
https://fullpeltmusic.com/category/fullpeltmagazine/
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